


Fortissimo is the world's smallest, high-capacity network load generation 

product designed to test and qualify the voice and packet network.

Fortissimo speeds up your system integration, functional and performance 

testing at an unbeatable price/performance ratio.

Fortissimo is designed to place calls to or receive calls from other 

Allegro, Fortissimo or AM3-QoS units to provide a complete test system 

of call generation and Quality of Service (QoS) measurements

The Fortissimo family of network load generators represents a significant techno-

logical advancement in high-capacity call generation. Designed to meet the

requirements of today's developer of both legacy and new generation switches

including hardware and software modules. Operators focusing on system integra-

tion or revenue and quality assurance will also enjoy the functionality, ergonom-

ics and costs of this solution. The Fortissimo packs the power of 192 simultane-

ous SIP/MGCP calls, up to 28 × T1/E1 spans, 1 DS3, 1 OC3/STM-1 or 100 ×

analog POTS (loop/ground) circuits in a unit that takes up 1 rack unit of space.

The Fortissimo comes in seven versions, each with the ability to support

Ameritec’s industry leading QoS measurement package:

Up to 100 2-wire analog loop/ground lines

1 DS3 circuit supporting CAS, PRI, SS7, GR303 signaling

Up to 28 T1/E1 circuits

Up to 192 SIP/MGCP circuits

1 OC3/STM-1 circuit

Up to 50 4-wire handset/headset circuits

Up to 32 FAX circuits
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Voice channel functions
Detectors Tone detectors are based on digital signal

processors (DSPs) 1 per channel

Call progress detectors - One detector per line or B-channel

- Detects: dial tone, busy, recorder, ring, ring back, 

supervision, wink

Path confirmation - One receiver per line or B-channel

receiver - Frequency range: 10 to 2500 Hz

- Accuracy: 1%, ± 10 Hz

- Sensitivity: 0 dBm to -24 dBm

Signal tone decoders One receiver per channel

Digit receiver - Decodes received DTMF, MFR1, MRF2 digits

- Dynamic range: 35 dB

Single frequency 64 selectable tones

tone generator

Voice path confirmation
Channel path  10 user selectable single tone signals

verification voice to send unique channel ID tones

circuit switched Encoding scheme

0: 1025 Hz

1: 1150 Hz

2: 1275 Hz

3: 1400 Hz

4: 1525 Hz

5: 1650 Hz

6: 1775 Hz

7: 1900 Hz

8: 2025 Hz

9: 2150 Hz

64 user selectable single tone signals

Circuit switched data - 511 and 2047 BERT pattern test for 56 kb/s or

64 kb/s channels

- 511 bits pattern conforms to ITU-T O.153

- 2047 bits pattern conforms to ITU-T O.152

Packet switched Up to 5 user selectable X.25 packets for confirmation

data (PRI only)

Voice over Packet
Voice path confirmation GoldenVoice™ signal designed to pass through 

vocoder

Packet drop out count Count lost packets for frame sizes of 5, 10, 15, 20, 

30, 40 and 100 ms

Measure delays - Round trip delay ± 10 ms resolution

through systems - One way delay ± 5 ms resolution

Measure clipping Peak and average clipping of standard reference

of voice (leading & with ± 5 ms accuracy

trailing edge)

User interface Windows 2000, XP based GUI

Ethernet port - One RJ45 connector and two LED

indicators per network interface

-10/100 BaseT interface

- Complies with IEEE 802.3

Dimensions 17” Wide x 1.75” High x 15” Deep

Power 90 to 264 VAC, 47 to 65 Hertz

Weight 12 Pounds (5.4 kg)

Audio monitor
Audio port Provides audio output for direct connection 

into PC speakers

Sync. ports Synchronize multiple Fortissimo units or 

connect to AMSG unit of remote testing for 

QoS measurements

Call programs and scripts
Features - Commonly used scripts supplied with unit 

- Scripts created and downloaded form

workstation or PC

System
Capacity 192 unique IP sessions, 100 analog lines,

or 28 digital spans

Call volume Typically 500 confirmed calls per hour per 

channel/line (DTMF dialing, tone ID

confirmation, 2 unpaired lines)

Line types - SIP/MGCP calls

- Loop start/ground start, 2 wire

- T1/E1 spans (CAS, PRI, SS7)

- Pulse, DTMF, MFR1 & MFR2 dialing

System start modes - Synchronous

- Random

Test interface RJ45 (IP), RJ45 (T1/E1), BNC (DS3) 

amphenol (analog)
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Call statistics for each terminate line or channel

- Attempted calls count

- Completed calls count

- Custom code report count (programmable in test script)

VoP statistics
Signal analysis tests

- Average and maximum dropout duration (ms)

- Dropouts categorized into 5 Bins

- Average and maximum front clip duration (ms)

- Front clips categorized into 5 Bins

- Average and maximum back clip duration (ms)

- Back clips categorized into 5 Bins

- Average and maximum jitter duration (ms)

Dropout tests

- Average and maximum dropout duration (ms)

- Dropouts categorized into 5 Bins

- No tone detected

- Tone lost

One-way delay tests

- Average, minimum, and maximum one-way delay (ms)

- One-way delay categorized into 5 Bins

Round trip delay tests

- Average, minimum, and maximum round trip delay (ms)

- Round trip delay categorized into 5 Bins

GoldenVoice tests

- Minimum and maximum total energy

- Minimum and maximum signal to noise ratio

- Minimum and maximum GoldenVoice energy

- Maximum spurious energy overflow

- Spurious energy overflow

- Low signal to noise ratio

GMOS tests

- Average and maximum percent (%) drop

- Drop packet size (ms)

- Drop test time (s)

- Average and maximum one-way delay (ms)

- Average and minimum circuit noise

- Minimum and maximum receive level

- Average and maximum round trip delay (ms)

- Terminating channel indicator

- Average and maximum SNR

MQoS tests

- Equivalent data rate Kbps

- Total Bit Errors

- Total Block Errors

- Round trip delay

- MQoS score

- FAX pages sent per hour

Echo Canceller tests

- Average energy level

- Max energy level

- Energy threshold exceeded

Voice Echo Response tests

- Average energy level per time bin

Jitter Peak and average jitter of standard reference 

with ± 5 ms accuracy

Signal-to-noise ratio Average and maximum SNR received (from 0 

to 39 dB)

Signal energy Average and maximum GoldenVoice energy 

received (from 0 to -50 dBm)

Spurious energy Maximum non-GoldenVoice energy received 

(from 0 to -50 dBm)

Total energy Average and maximum GoldenVoice energy 

plus extraneous noise received

(from 0 to -50 dBm)

GoldenVoiceTM - Noise received (from 0 to -50 dBm)

- Ten programmed Golden Voice tone signals, 

used to send the ID from each side encoded as 

three tone sequences

QoS Calculation of R-factor GMOS, GPSQM, 

GPESQ, R-factor is based upon E-model in 

ITU-T G.107

Digit generators

Dialed digit strings are of unlimited length

Dial pulse generator - Programmable dial speed: 1 pps to 999 pps

- Dial break: 1 to 99%

- Inter-digit time: 1 to 999 ms

Digit generators - One digit generator per line

- Dialing codes: MFR1, MFR2, DTMF

- Default level: -9 dBm

- Default frequencies: Nominal + 0.005%

- Programmability: Each line individually 

- Programmable for level 0 dBm to -50 dBm in 1-dB 

steps for each frequency component

- Programmable frequency range: Up to 12.5 above 

or below nominal in 0.1% steps for each 

frequency component

Printout and reports - call statistics
Manual reports

- Call statistics for each line or channel

- Totals for all lines and channels

Automatic reports

- Prints automatically on the hour or every half or 

quarter hour

- Contents of each column in the printout are user 

selectable

Call statistics for each originate line or channel

- Call attempt count

- Call completion count

- Delayed start signal count

- No start signal count

- No alert signal count

- No voice path or B-channel confirmation count

- Busy signal encountered count

- No answer signal count

- Ring-time count (ISDN PRI)

- Average dial tone delay

- Average post dial delay

- Custom code report count (programmable in test 

script)
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